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ABSTRACT We present the integration of GeTe (Germanium Telluride), a phase change material (PCM),
within the structure of an antenna operating in the millimeter wave domain (∼ 30 GHz) in order to make
it reconfigurable in three polarizations: a linear polarization (LP), a left hand circular polarization (LHCP)
and a right hand circular polarization (RHCP). The device is based on a conventional patch antenna excited
by a microstrip line with the GeTe material integrated into the four corners of the patch. The phase change
between the insulating (OFF) and metallic (ON) states of this material is controlled by direct irradiation
using ultraviolet (UV) short laser pulses and allows the reconfigurability of the antenna between an LP,
an LHCP and an RHCP. The measured performances of the fabricated device show axial ratios of less
than 3 dB over a 400 MHz of bandwidth around 29.5 GHz with total efficiencies up to 75 % for the
circularly polarized configurations and a maximum gain up to 8.3 dBi for the linear polarization states.
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INDEX TERMS Optical activation, patch antenna, phase change material, polarization reconfiguration.12
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I. INTRODUCTION14

IN RECENT years, the increase in data traffic and the15

rapid development of wireless communication technolo-16

gies have increased the interest in designing more compact17

antenna systems with reconfigurability functions (frequency,18

radiation pattern and/or polarization) [1]–[4]. The maximum19

transmitted power between two emission/reception systems is20

obtained when communicating antennas use identical polar-21

izations, either linear (vertical or horizontal) or circular (left22

or right) polarizations. Many military and space applications23

require circular polarization, which can also be an interesting24

solution in the civil domain to overcome misalignment25

between transmitter and receiver and to mitigate inherent26

polarization loss factors due to multipath losses [5]. Circular27

polarization can also overcome the effects of deflections,28

propagation and ground reflections for satellite applications.29

Therefore, reconfigurable polarization antennas, namely,30

antennas that change between circular (left- and right-hand)31

and linear polarizations, allow devices to adapt their radia-32

tion characteristics to variable environments and improve the33

quality and the robustness of the wireless link. In addition,34

the polarization reconfigurability in a device allows frequency 35

reuse, which extends the system’s capabilities, and becomes 36

useful when the operating frequency band is limited [6]. 37

One method for obtaining circular polarization in an 38

antenna is to use a feeding technique (single or multiple) 39

exciting two linearly polarized orthogonal modes with 40

a phase difference of 90◦ [8]–[10]. It is also possible to obtain 41

circular polarization by integrating disturbance zones in the 42

antenna design [5]–[7] or by using magnetic materials [11]. 43

Polarization reconfigurability has been studied in the lit- 44

erature [5], [6], [8] and offers solutions based on PIN 45

diodes or MEMS, i.e., with a continuous electrical polariza- 46

tion. In this work, we propose a polarization reconfigurable 47

antenna using the optical control of specific elements inte- 48

grated within the antenna main body realized with phase 49

change material (PCM). PCM-based technology has been 50

recently proven to be an effective method for realizing 51

high-frequency switches (including the millimeter-waves 52

frequencies) by controlling the material’s properties (from an 53

insulating state to a metallic one) using optical or electrical 54

excitations [12]–[22]. 55
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The integration of GeTe or GST (Ge2Sb2Te5) phase56

change materials into high-frequency functions is based on57

their ability to change from an amorphous state, OFF (insu-58

lating phase material) to a crystalline state, ON (conductive59

phase material) following the application of a thermal, elec-60

trical or optical stimulus. These materials have a good power61

handling capability, low energy consumption, high OFF state62

isolation, low ON state losses and a factor of merit greater63

than the current semiconductor-based switching technolo-64

gies, over large frequency domains (up to 70 GHz) [12]–[22].65

The key advantage of PCM-based devices technology is66

the bi-stability, i.e., they do not require a permanent bias67

to be maintained in their ON or OFF state. Often investi-68

gated and integrated in high-frequency devices and coined69

as a phase change material, the vanadium dioxide (VO2)70

(presenting also a thermal-, electronic- or optical-triggered71

metal-insulator transition (MIT)) is inherently different from72

PCMs with respect of its volatile-type transition. Typically,73

at room temperature, VO2 is a low bandgap semiconductor74

while above the critical transition temperature of ∼68 ◦C, it75

transform to a metal. In order to keep the VO2 in its metallic76

state, a continuous energy input (thermal, electrical, optical)77

is required, while the advantage of PCM-based materials78

(such GeTe) and associated devices over the VO2-based solu-79

tions is that they are providing a latching metallic/ ON state80

and do not require continuous energy intake for maintaining81

it (bi-stability or non-volatile-type behavior) [23], [24].82

PCMs transformation from an amorphous to a crystalline83

state and inversely, requires controlled and precise heating84

and cooling conditions brought by optical or electrical activa-85

tion [12]–[16]. Compared with previously reported electrical86

activation of phase change in GeTe materials requiring elab-87

orate heating scheme and technologically- complexmaterial88

stacks (thin film resistors, thermal and dielectric barriers,89

PCM-active and passivation materials) [14]–[16], optical90

activation of PCMs materials [20]–[22] and high frequency91

devices [12], [13], using direct irradiation with short optical92

pulses, may be preferable from the point of view of device93

fabrication simplicity and its non-essential encapsulation/94

packaging requirements.95

For antenna’s applications, the optical control of PCMs96

with short laser pulses is significantly reducing the device’s97

switching time (few nanoseconds), is avoiding complex man-98

ufacturing and the integration of polarization (bias) lines99

otherwise required for PCM’s electrical activation, which100

may introduce parasitic and disturbances of the antenna’s101

radiation pattern.102

Here, we propose for the first time a polarization recon-103

figurable antenna which is designed as a square metal patch104

excited by a microstrip line and incorporating a phase105

change material (GeTe) on each corner. The phase change106

of these GeTe patterns, between their insulating (OFF)107

and metallic (ON) states, is realized using direct laser108

irradiation [12], [13]. This will modify the overall geometry109

of the patch and, depending on the specific state of the GeTe110

elements, will allow the antenna to operate, repeatedly, with111

FIGURE 1. Resistance variation with temperature during a direct heating cycle of
a 1-μm thick GeTe layer obtained on a sapphire substrate.

a left hand circular polarization (LHCP), a right hand circular 112

polarization (RHCP) or even a linear polarization (LP). 113

In the following, we will present the properties of the 114

GeTe material and its phase changes using thermal and opti- 115

cal control, and the evaluation of the electrical properties 116

of this material in the millimeter wave domain. In a sec- 117

ond part, we will use these GeTe properties to design the 118

polarization reconfigurable antenna device using the optical 119

control of GeTe elements integrated with the main metal- 120

lic patch. Finally, following the device fabrication, we will 121

evaluate its performances and compare the simulations with 122

the experimental results. 123

II. ELECTRICAL PROPERTIES AND OPTICAL CONTROL 124

OF GETE 125

The significant variations in resistivity of PCM during 126

insulating-to metallic phase change (5-6 orders of magnitude) 127

can be obtained over very wide frequency domains, from DC 128

to THz waves. Preliminary tests of the GeTe material were 129

carried out on alumina, sapphire and silica substrates. The 130

temperature-dependent electrical resistance variation of the 131

GeTe was determined using two-probe measurement, spaced 132

by 1 mm, on 1-thick μm thin layers deposited directly by DC 133

magnetron sputtering on sapphire substrates using a 50:50 134

(weight %) GeTe target. The GeTe films, initially obtained in 135

the amorphous phase (insulating state), were transformed into 136

their crystalline phase (conductive state) by applying a direct 137

heating cycle in air (from 23◦C to 260◦C, with a ramp of 138

5◦C/min)) followed by cooling to room temperature. The 139

temperature dependent resistance of the film was recorded in 140

air using an electrical set-up depicted as an insert in Fig. 1 141

(two electrical probes connected to a source-measurement 142

unit (SMU). 143

As shown in Fig. 1, during the heating cycle, the GeTe 144

undergoes a sudden and irreversible change of its resistance 145

towards the metallic phase at ∼170◦C (crystallization tem- 146

perature), with a decrease in resistance of six orders of 147

magnitude. During the cooling cycle, the material retains its 148
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crystalline state of low resistance (bi-stability). The absolute149

values of the DC resistances in the two states depend on the150

distance between the DC points.151

The material can be placed in the crystalline/metallic152

state either by direct heating using a heating plate (like153

the process shown on Figure 1), by Joule direct- or154

indirect- heating using short current pulses (as currently155

employed for non-volatile memory technologies or RF-PCM156

switches [14]–[16]) or by direct laser irradiation using short157

laser pulses which will locally heat the material in a con-158

trolled way [13], [20]–[22]. Subsequently, the reversible159

transition from a metallic to an insulating state can be160

achieved, in a repetitive and reproducible manner, by using161

the direct irradiation of the GeTe film with short laser pulses,162

with a KrF Compex Pro110 laser (λ = 248 nm, 15 mm x163

5 mm laser spot size, a pulse duration of ∼30 ns and pulse164

peak powers in the kW-MW range), as shown in Fig. 2. Our165

preliminary investigations using an electrical probing scheme166

during optical irradiation of the GeTe layer show switching167

times from the amorphous-to crystalline state in the order168

of 40-50 ns which are consistent with previous studies on169

switching processes with very short laser pulses [21].170

In order to evaluate the electrical properties of GeTe in the171

millimeter wave domain, the material (1-µm thick) was inte-172

grated into a coplanar waveguide (CPW) structure and within173

a frequency agile patch antenna, both on an alumina substrate174

(400 µm thick) [12]–[13].175

As previously demonstrated, the crystallization of GeTe176

requires a single laser pulse (LP1) with a fluence (laser177

surface energy density) between 85 and 90 mJ/cm2. The178

amorphisation of the material is carried out with a second179

laser pulse (LP2) having a much higher fluence, between 185180

and 190 mJ/cm2. The size of the laser beam (15 mm x 5 mm)181

allows the successive and repetitive switching between the182

two phases of the material not only over large areas but also183

on localized areas using proximity masks [13].184

Based on our previous reports on GeTe integration in185

RF-GeTe switches and GeTe-based antenna [12]–[13], we186

extracted the GeTe layers performances in the 20-60 GHz187

frequencies range (permittivity, conductivity) in both amor- 188

phous and crystalline states by comparing the experimental 189

results and the 3D electromagnetic simulations of these spe- 190

cific devices using CST Studio Suite. The two GeTe phases 191

were afterwards created in the CST Studio Suite database as 192

new materials having specific permittivity and conductivities. 193

Thus, the films of GeTe prepared in the crystalline state have 194

a conductivity between 3.5 x 105 and 4 x 105 S/m and the 195

amorphous state between 3 and 10 S/m with a permittivity 196

of 70. These GeTe characteristics have been used to design 197

and demonstrate the polarization-tunable patch antenna in 198

the millimeter wave domain. 199

This specific optical operation mode (using a rather mas- 200

sive excimer laser) can be perceived as difficult to implement 201

for practical reconfigurable antenna applications, since for in- 202

situ operation it would require precise alignment of the laser 203

beam with the GeTe areas to be optically modified and inte- 204

grated into the antenna topology. However, as demonstrated 205

henceforth, the integration versatility of GeTe bi-stable films 206

forming part of the radiating element of the antenna and its 207

optical activation (without the need of complex technologi- 208

cal steps and packaging), together with the novel proposed 209

design of the polarization reconfiguration antenna, may pro- 210

vide beneficial insights to the antenna community towards 211

the design of multifunctional antennas and reconfigurable 212

systems based on PCM technology. Moreover, it was already 213

shown [22] that it is possible to drastically reduce the optical 214

irradiation set-up imprint for a more integrated, (possible in- 215

situ operation setup) using appropriate infrared diode laser 216

radiation conveyed by optical fibers in the vicinity of the 217

PCM areas to be optically activated between the two states. 218

Several other optical-based solutions with a higher degree 219

of integration may, most probably, rise in the future, provid- 220

ing that the phase change materials device implementation 221

will be validated as a convenient, low-power consumption, 222

high-bandwidth tunable element. 223

III. DESIGN OF THE POLARIZATION TUNABLE PATCH 224

ANTENNA 225

The topology of the proposed antenna is based on a single 226

feed square metal patch (2.5 mm x 2.5 mm) fabricated on 227

a RO4003C substrate of 12.5 mm x 12.5 mm, with a thick- 228

ness of 0.305 mm, a dielectric permittivity of εr = 3.38 and 229

a loss tangent of tanδ = 0.0027, to operate around 30 GHz. 230

Four truncated corners having an equal side length (S = 231

0.45 mm) are cut and replaced by GeTe patterns as shown in 232

Fig. 3 [6], [26]. A cross-slot (X-slot) pattern is also etched 233

away from the center of the square patch and replaced by the 234

amorphous GeTe material in order to improve the bandwidth 235

of the antenna (|S11| < −10 dB) and the axial ratio band- 236

width of the circular polarization (AR < 3dB). Within this 237

configuration, the antenna presents a linear polarization when 238

the four GeTe corners are all in the same state (insulating or 239

metallic). The operating frequency of the device is around 240

30.4 GHz when the four corners in GeTe are amorphous 241

and around 29.5 GHz when they are crystalline. Changing 242
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FIGURE 3. Front view of the 3D design of the patch antenna. The GeTe material is
represented by the brown-colored corners around the main metallic patch and within
the etched cross-slot in the center of the patch.

FIGURE 4. (a) 3D design of the patch antenna. (b) Bottom view.

the symmetry of the antenna, for instance, by activating two243

opposite GeTe corners in the metallic state while keeping the244

other two in the insulating state, will allow the installation245

of two orthogonal degenerated modes (TM01 and TM10) at246

the same resonance frequency and, consequently, a circular247

polarization operation.248

The width and length of the cross-slot can be conveniently249

adjusted for shifting the central frequency of the axial ratio250

bandwidth in order to overlap it with the impedance matching251

bandwidth. Thus, the dimensions of this slot were optimized,252

in order to superpose the center frequencies of the axial253

ratio bandwidth and of the antenna impedance bandwidth254

in order to have identical operating frequencies (frequency255

reuse) for the different prepared polarizations (LP, RHCP256

and LHCP). A quarter-wavelength transformer with a char-257

acteristic impedance of 83 � is added in order to match the258

input impedance of the patch with the 50-� microstrip feed259

line. This latter is excited by a coaxial connector (conveying260

a feeding probe) through the ground plane and the substrate,261

as shown in Fig. 4.262

The overall topology of the structure can be tuned, by opti-263

cally preparing the different configurations (ON / OFF) of the264

PCM material patterns. The different operating polarizations265

FIGURE 5. Simulations results of |S11| for different operating configurations of the
antenna corresponding to the GeTe pattern states indicated in Table 1.

TABLE 1. Polarization configurations of the antenna for four combinations of GeTe

states and their operation frequencies.

states of the antenna depending on the GeTe patterns con- 266

figurations are shown in Table 1. Thus, in the cases where 267

the GeTe patterns of the corners 2 and 4 are in the crys- 268

talline state and the corners 1 and 3 in the amorphous state, 269

a left-hand circular polarization (LHCP) is obtained (State 1). 270

Conversely, when the corners 1 and 3 are in the crystalline 271

state and the corners 2 and 4 in the amorphous state, a right- 272

hand circular polarization (RHCP) is established (State 2). 273

Finally, when the physical structure of the antenna has all its 274

corners in its OFF or ON states (States 3 and 4), due to its 275

geometrical symmetry, it exhibits a linear polarization (LP) 276

along the Y-direction in the both LP states. 277

Other factors, including the dielectric permittivity and the 278

thickness of the substrate, the size of the disturbance patch 279

zones (dimensions of the cross-slot), as well as the total 280

size of the antenna, also influence the performance of the 281

circular polarization in the device. Fig. 5 presents the simu- 282

lated |S11| parameters (using the 3-D electromagnetic solver 283

CST Studio Suite) for the four configurations represented 284

in Table 1. Since the antenna configurations in state 1 and 285

state 2 have exactly the same geometrical symmetry, the 286

RHCP and the LHCP have similar performances with respect 287

to operating frequency, return loss, gain and AR, which is 288

an ideal feature for applications where polarization recon- 289

figuration is required. Due to this symmetry, the following 290

paragraphs (radiation properties analysis) will focus on State 291

1 (LHCP), taking into account that State 2 (RHCP) show 292

identical simulation performances (ideal case) and very sim- 293

ilar measurement performances (as discussed in the next 294

section). As also observed from Fig. 5, the impedance match- 295

ing bandwidth of the configuration in the State 3 (all the 296
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FIGURE 6. Simulated E-field distribution on patch antenna in State 1 at 29.5 GHz for
(a) phase = 0◦ , (b) phase = 45◦ , (c) phase = 90◦ and (d) phase = 135◦ .

GeTe patterns are amorphous) is shifted at higher frequencies297

with respect to the circular polarization (States 1 and 2)298

and to the linear polarization configuration in the State 4299

(when all the GeTe corner patterns are crystalline), due to300

the globally lower dimensions of the overall hybrid patch in301

this specific State 3 case. Since our objective is to obtain302

a polarization reconfigurability for a same frequency band303

around 29.5 GHz, we will only analyze the performances of304

State 4 in the case of the linear polarization operation.305

Fig. 6 shows the simulated results of the E-field phase306

distribution for the antenna in State 1 at 29.5 GHz. It can be307

seen from the directions of the E-field distribution at four308

different phase values that the antenna radiates a LHCP wave309

in this configuration.310

Several reports in the literature explained that the use of311

a slot etched within the radiating element of the antenna can312

improve its performance [26]–[29]. This X-type slot (X-313

slot) having optimized dimensions (1-mm length and 0.1-mm314

width), provide a capacitance that can balance the inductance315

coming from the vertical feeding probe and thus, is improv-316

ing the impedance and axial-ratio bandwidths. A study on its317

influence on the circular polarization state of the antenna is318

shown on Fig. 7 showing the simulated |S11| and AR param-319

eters of the antenna with and without the X-slot. From320

the simulation results, it can be concluded that even if the321

antenna has a good matching bandwidth in both cases, the322

minimum value of AR is found to occur with the presence323

of the slot. It is clearly seen that the presence of the X-slot324

gave a significant improvement of the AR bandwidth, while325

slightly enhanced the impedance bandwidth.326

From the simulated E-field distribution of Fig. 8, it can327

be seen that in the configuration corresponding to the State328

4 antenna radiates an LP wave at 29.5 GHz.329

FIGURE 7. Simulations results of |S11| and AR of the antenna with and without
cross-slot for the configuration corresponding to the State 1 of the antenna (LHCP).

FIGURE 8. Simulated E-field distribution on the patch antenna in State 4 at 29.5 GHz
for (a) phase = 0◦, (b) phase = 90◦ .

In summary, the simulated performances of the 330

antenna show a −10 dB impedance bandwidth of 5.1 % 331

for the CP and 3.1 % for the LP in State 4. The 3-dB band- 332

width of AR in CP is 1.7 %. A total efficiency of 83 % 333

for the CP and 74 % for the LP are found at 29.5 GHz, 334

frequency where the minimum of |S11| occurs in the LP 335

operation and where the minimum of AR is found in CP 336

operation. 337

IV. PROTOTYPING AND MEASUREMENT OF THE 338

ANTENNA DEVICE 339

A. ANTENNA FABRICATION 340

The antenna device has been manufactured using microfab- 341

rication techniques available in the clean room of the XLIM 342

laboratory. Briefly, we started with 12.5 mm x 12.5 mm 343

RO4003C substrates metallized on one side with 18-μm 344

thick copper layer defining the ground plane of the antenna. 345

On the non-metallized side of the substrate we deposited 346

firstly a 1-μm thick layer of GeTe using DC magnetron 347

sputtering. The GeTe elements corresponding to the four 348

corners of the patch antenna layer were afterwards patterned 349

using optical lithography and a wet-etching process. Finally, 350

the metallic part of the antenna (main patch and feeding line) 351

was fabricated using a Ti/Au (30/1200 nm) layer obtained 352

by electron-beam evaporation and a photolithographic lift- 353

off method. Finally, a via is drilled through the substrate in 354

order to convey the feeding probe from the connector placed 355

on the metallized side of the device. 356

Fig. 9 (a) shows the image of the fabricated prototype. The 357

specific states (insulating or conductive) of the GeTe patterns 358

have been optically controlled using direct laser irradiation 359
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FIGURE 9. Fabricated polarization reconfigurable antenna. (a) Overview of the
composite patch with the amorphous GeTe patterns (dark grey color) in the four
corners and (b) the different four configurations of the device following locally
crystallization of GeTe patterns using laser pulses (light grey colors).

with alternating laser pulses LP1 and LP2 in a irradiation360

scheme identical to the one depicted in Fig. 2. The inte-361

gration of proximity, contact hard masks placed above the362

antenna device allowed to address with a high precision the363

desired areas to be optically modified of the GeTe material.364

The four different states of the antenna as defined in Table 1,365

are shown in Fig. 9 (b). One may notice the color changes366

of GeTe patterns subjected to the insulator-to metal phase367

change: initially dark grey in the amorphous/insulating state,368

the patterns are changing to a light grey color, specific to the369

crystalline/metallic state. The phase change transformation370

was additionally confirmed by local electrical resistance mea-371

surements. Indeed, a thin-film of GeTe was concomitantly372

deposited on a bare RO4003C substrate during the GeTe373

deposition step for the antenna device fabrication. The same374

laser irradiation scheme used for the antenna device for the375

phase change of the GeTe patches was applied also on the376

bare substrate, but without the use of the proximity mask.377

The evaluation of the resistivity changes of GeTe on the378

RO4003C substrate subsequent to laser irradiation process379

using a four point resistivity measurement technique allows380

to record a conductivity of the GeTe in the crystalline state381

of 3 x 105 S/m.382

The |S11| parameter, the gain, the radiation pattern and the383

axial ratio (AR) for the different configurations of the fabri-384

cated antenna were measured and the results were compared385

with the simulations. As mentioned in Section II, the phase386

changes of GeTe patterns were not performed in-situ, in real387

time (while the antenna was in measurement or radiating).388

The measurements were made after each phase change of the389

GeTe, due to the size of the laser device used which makes390

it difficult to implement a more compact scheme during our391

experiments. As indicated before, real-time measurements392

may be implemented using a dedicated, low-imprint laser393

system.394

B. S PARAMETERS MEASUREMENTS395

A SMP-type connector integrated at the back of the396

antenna allows to excite the microstrip line and measure397

the antenna performances. |S11| parameters for the States 1,398

2, 3 and 4 (as defined in Table 1) are presented in Fig. 10399

FIGURE 10. Measurements and simulations results of |S11| parameters for different
states of GeTe.

and show a good impedance matching around 29.5 GHz, as 400

predicted by the simulation. 401

As expected, the State 3 (when all the GeTe patterns 402

are amorphous) has a working frequency band situated 403

at higher values than the other states (antenna’s overall 404

dimensions are smaller). The measured matching bandwidth 405

(|S11| < −10 dB) for LHCP and RHCP configurations is 406

1.9 GHz around 29.5 GHz while it reaches 0.7 GHz around 407

29.5 GHz for the linear polarization associated with State 4. 408

It is corresponding to 6.4 % of bandwidth for the circular 409

polarization and 2.3 % for the linear one. 410

It can be observed that States 1, 2 and 4 presents a similar 411

operating frequency band of 0.7 GHz around 29.5 GHz while 412

presenting different polarizations, LHCP, RHCP and LP 413

respectively. Radiation performances of these antenna con- 414

figurations will be characterized in the next section, in terms 415

of axial ratio (AR), realized gain and total efficiency. 416

C. RADIATION PERFORMANCES OF THE 417

RECONFIGURABLE DEVICE 418

A Compact Antenna Test Range (CATR) measurement 419

system going from 8 GHz to 110 GHz, shown in Fig. 11 420

(a), has been used to evaluate radiation performances of the 421

proposed antenna. The antenna under test (AUT) is shown 422

in Fig. 11 (b) while it is mounted on a SMP-to-K-type con- 423

nector transition. As can be observed on Fig. 11 (a), the 424

radiation pattern of the antenna is measured in reception 425

configuration. 426

1) CIRCULAR POLARIZATION CASES 427

To detail the measurement results, Fig. 12 shows the mea- 428

sured and simulated gains for the LHCP and the RHCP in the 429

State 1 configuration, at two planes (ϕ = 0◦ and ϕ = 90◦) 430

and at 29.5 GHz. This is the frequency at which the mini- 431

mum of the AR is obtained in the LHCP case (State 1) and 432

for which the minimum of the |S11| is obtained in the LP 433

(State 4). 434

It can be seen that for this State 1, the RHCP gain level 435

is about 20 dB lower than that of LHCP for an angle 436

theta between −30◦ and 30◦. It is indicating good perfor- 437

mances of the circular polarization in this configuration with 438
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antenna (AUT).

FIGURE 12. Measured and simulated LHCP and RHCP gains for the State 1 (LHCP)
at 29.5 GHz.

FIGURE 13. Measured axial ratio for the proposed antenna at different ϕ planes at
29.5 GHz.

a good agreement between the measurement and the simu-439

lation. The corresponding measured axial ratio for different440

ϕ planes and at 29.5 GHz is represented in Fig. 13. An AR441

lower than 3 dB is obtained in an angular theta range from442

−25◦ to 25◦ for the worst case scenario (ϕ = 90◦). This AR443

disturbance in the ϕ = 90◦ plane is explained by the presence444

of the coaxial cable included within the CATR measurement445

system and the connector used for the measurement set-up,446

and was also verified by simulations.447

FIGURE 14. Measured and simulated axial ratios of the proposed antenna.

FIGURE 15. Measured and simulated radiation patterns for the proposed antenna in
State 4 (LP) at 29.5 GHz.

The boresight (ϕ = 0◦, θ = 0◦) axial ratio can be plotted 448

as a function of the frequency (Fig. 14) and shows an AR of 449

less than 3 dB over a 400-MHz bandwidth around 29.5 GHz, 450

corresponding to 1.7% of bandwidth. 451

The LHCP State exhibits good performances with an 452

axial ratio bandwidth lower than 3 dB aligned within the 453

impedance matching bandwidth. The RHCP antenna config- 454

uration (State 2) is presenting equivalent results due to the 455

antenna’s symmetry and therefore is not presented here. 456

2) LINEAR POLARIZATION CASE 457

Fig. 15 shows the radiation pattern corresponding to the 458

LP (State 4) in two planes (ϕ = 0◦ and ϕ = 90◦) at 459

29.5 GHz. he level of the cross-polarization is 20 dB lower 460

between θ = −45 and 45 degrees with respect to the co- 461

polarization. A good linear polarization is therefore obtained 462

in this state at 29.5 GHz, i.e., the same frequency than the 463

one corresponding to the LHCP and RHCP cases. 464

3) PERFORMANCES SUMMARY FOR THE FOUR STATES 465

To have a complete view on the antenna performances, the 466

directivity, the realized gain and the total efficiency have been 467

measured for the different configurations. As for the previous 468

section, on Fig. 16 are plotted the frequency dependence 469

of the maximum realized gains for States 1 and 4. In the 470
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FIGURE 16. Measured and simulated results of maximum realized gain for the
circular polarization and for the linear polarization.

TABLE 2. Summary of antenna performance for measured and simulated results.

State 1, the measured realized gain is reaching 6.2 dBic at471

29.5 GHz while it is around 8.3 dBi for the State 4. Table 2472

summarizes the measured and simulated performances of the473

device in terms of bandwidth, gain, and total efficiency for474

the three configurations (LHCP, RHCP and LP cases) where475

a polarization reconfigurability for a same frequency band476

around 29.5 GHz is obtained.477

As the proposed antenna has been designed and fabri-478

cated using GeTe material for the polarization agility. The479

lower values of measured total efficiencies compared to the480

simulation results, although acceptable, can be explained481

by differences in dielectric properties of GeTe obtained on482

the RO4003C compared with the GeTe material properties483

used for the simulations (extracted from devices realized on484

sapphire, low-roughness substrates).485

V. CONCLUSION486

A hybrid metal-GeTe patch antenna operating around487

29.5 GHz was designed for polarization reconfiguration.488

The fabricated antenna can operate around 29.5 GHz on489

a linear, left-hand or right-hand circular polarization, depend-490

ing on the different states (insulating or conductive) of the491

GeTe material integrated within the metal patch. These states492

can be conveniently and reversible controlled in a bi-stable493

manner by single laser pulses.494

Thus, we proposed a simple and suitable way to realize 495

antennas operating at millimeter-waves and having vari- 496

able, on-demand, linear or circular polarization states. The 497

optimization of the global topology of the device will allow 498

the bandwidth increase of the axial ratio in the circular polar- 499

ization configurations as well as the integration of other 500

reconfigurability functions within the same antenna device 501

(frequency, radiation pattern). 502

This first demonstration of an optical reconfiguration 503

method of a polarization reconfigurable antenna will open 504

the way for more integrated, in-plane activation schemes 505

using the ability of PCM materials to conveniently modify 506

their electrical properties under optical stimuli. 507
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